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Wi-Fi Home NetworkingMcGraw-Hill, 2003
 
 For many professionals, wireless home computer networking delivers the power of corporate technology — without the hassles of corporate living, and the mobile connectivity to all of the computers throughout your home (or backyard) — without rewiring. 

 That’s why if you plan to set up a wireless...
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iPod + iTunes for Windows and Mac in a Snap (2nd Edition) (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2006
iPod enthusiasts, this book is for you. iPod + iTunes for Windows and Mac in a Snap, Second Edition has been updated to cover the latest version of iTunes and the entire family of iPods, including the new Nano, and podcast and video download features. Organized into a series of well-organized,...
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Opengl Superbible: The Complete Guide to Opengl Programming for Windows Nt and Windows 95Waite Group Press, 1996
Welcome to OpenGL SuperBible! The first time I ever heard of OpenGL  was at the 1992 Win32 Developers Conference in San Francisco. Windows NT 3.1 was  in early beta (or late alpha) and many vendors were present, pledging their  future support for this exciting new platform. Among them was a company called  Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGI)....
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Webwork in ActionManning Publications, 2005
This book is very much what the title says: a book about working on web-based applications, using real-world examples along the way. That’s what WebWork emphasizes: working on your project, not wrestling with your framework. Although it isn’t the most-used web framework in the Java world, WebWork is widely known as the most refined, and...
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Integrated Silicon Optoelectronics (Springer Series in Optical Sciences)Springer, 2009
Integrated Silicon Optoelectronics synthesizes topics from optoelectronics and microelectronics. The book concentrates on silicon as the major base of modern semiconductor devices and circuits. Starting from the basics of optical emission and absorption, as well as from the device physics of photodetectors, the aspects of the integration of...
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Chromium Doped TiO2 Sputtered Thin Films: Synthesis, Physical Investigations and Applications (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2014

	This book presents co-sputtered processes ways to produce chrome doped TiO2 thin films onto various substrates such as quartz, silicon and porous silicon. Emphasis is given on the link between the experimental preparation and physical characterization in terms of Cr content. Moreover, the structural, optical and optoelectronic...
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Sun (R) Certified System Administrator for Solaris (TM) 10 Study Guide (Exams 310-200 & 310-202)McGraw-Hill, 2005
Get the book that shows you not only what—but how—to study

	100% complete coverage of all official objectives for Sun Solaris exams CX-310-200 and CX-310-202 
	Exam Readiness Checklist at the front of the book--you're ready for the exam when all objectives on the list are checked off...
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Practical MythTV: Building a PVR and Media Center PCApress, 2007
MythTV is a powerful open source personal video recorder (PVR) application that runs on Linux. Developed for several years by volunteers, it offers a stable and extensible platform for automating all of the things you would expect from a PVR, and much more.
Practical MythTV: Building a PVR and Media Center PC takes a project-based...
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Handbook of Modern Sensors: Physics, Designs, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2003


	Seven years have passed since the publication of the previous edition of this book.

	During that time, sensor technologies have made a remarkable leap forward. The

	sensitivity of the sensors became higher, the dimensions became smaller, the selectivity

	became better, and the prices became lower. What have not changed are the...
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Design of Analog Cmos Integrated CirMcGraw-Hill, 2000


	In the past two decades, CMOS technology has rapidly embraced the field of analog inte-

	grated circuits, providing low-cost, high-performance solutions and rising to dominate the

	market. While silicon bipolar and III-V devices still find niche applications, only CMOS

	processes have emerged as a viable choice for the integration of...
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Handbook of Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007
Retaining the comprehensive and in-depth approach that cemented the bestselling first edition's place as a standard reference in the field, the Handbook of Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology, Second Edition features new and updated material that keeps it at the vanguard of today's most dynamic and rapidly growing field. Iconic experts Robert...
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Secure Programming with Static Analysis (Addison-Wesley Software Security Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
The First Expert Guide to Static Analysis for Software Security!
 

Creating secure code requires more than just good intentions. Programmers need to know that their code will be safe in an almost infinite number of scenarios and configurations. Static source code analysis...
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